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thought for a time that a 1654 house on the site was burned
during King Philip’s War and then was rebuilt immediately
after the war. This was disproved when the house was restored
and no evidence of a fire was uncovered. A circa 1680 date
stayed with the house until recently when it was given a 1691
date. The name of the builder of the house has also changed
over time. It was originally thought to have been built by a
Manton. For many years after that it was thought that Thomas
Clemence built the house. Recent research indicates that
Thomas’ son, Richard, was the probable builder.

The Clemence/Irons House, a Rhode Island Stone-Ender
by Louis McGowan
A stone-ender is a type of house, unique to Rhode Island and
nearby Connecticut and Massachusetts, in which one wall is
made up of a large, usually exposed, stone chimney.
Occasionally, the stones are stuccoed over, as in the Eleazer
Arnold House in Lincoln. Sometimes, only a small portion of
the stone shows through a section of clapboarding, as with the
Joseph Smith House in North Providence. In general, though,
the stone making up the end chimney is exposed.
The stone is local field stone, which is held in place with
limestone mortar. This type of house is found almost
exclusively in Rhode Island, although a few examples are
known from south-eastern Mass. and eastern Connecticut. It is
thought that these houses were built by settlers who came here
from the western counties of England, where almost identical
houses can be found. All of the known examples in this area
date from the 17th century or from the first couple of decades
of the 18th century. The houses were built of materials that
were readily available in the area, timber, fieldstone, and
limestone for mortar. By the third decade of the 18th century
(or even earlier) there were no more of these houses built. They
required large amounts of stone and mortar and were not easy
to heat.
It is not known how many stone-enders were built in this area,
but they were a fairly common house type it seems. There are
probably less than a dozen examples still left in Rhode Island,
though. Other notable stone-enders include the Eleazer Arnold
and the Valentine/ Whitman Houses in Lincoln, the John Tripp
House in Newport (moved from Manton Avenue in
Providence), and the Thomas Fenner House in Cranston.

Clemence-Irons House. Photo by Christopher Martin

After Nellie Irons, the last owner/occupant of the house, died in
1938, the property was purchased by Ellen Sharpe and Louisa
Sharpe Metcalf. They and their brother, Henry Sharpe, saw the
importance of the house and hired Norman Isham, a famous
historic architect, to restore the house. He died before the job
was completed, but the house was restored by the early 1940s.
The lean-to, long thought to be an addition, was found to be an
original feature. This led directly to the conclusion that the
house had an original four-room plan, not the one-room plan
that was thought to be original until that time. The reproduction
houses at Plimoth Plantations were built with one room, basing
that design on the erroneous thinking that the one-room floor
plan was what was used at the Clemence/Irons House. Recently
published books still talk of the house as being of this type, but
it was built with four rooms, not one.

The Clemence/Irons House
The Clemence/Irons House is located on George Waterman
Road in Johnston. It nestles besides Assumpsett Brook and was
part of a large farm that stretched to the Woonasquatucket
River. The oldest standing house in town, it has had a number
of construction dates attributed to it. For much of the 20th
century, it was said to have been built in 1654, when Thomas
Clemence bought land in what would later become Johnston.
There is, however, no evidence that a house was built by him at
that time at this site. From around mid-20th century, and until
very recently, a 1680 date was assigned to the house. It was
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Isham, a giant in his field, did many things during the
restoration that would not be done today. He used old wood to
achieve the right “old time” effect. He had workmen “fake”
adze marks on the beams that were replaced. He also tore out
some outstanding early work that was added to the original
structure. Today, these things would not be done, but at the
time that was the way things were handled.

Society Doings
Our Properties
We finally received a third bid for the Belknap School interior
restoration work, allowing us to pick a contractor. The lowest
bid was put in by Warren Lanpher. We have accumulated a
total of $15,000 in matching funds to go along with the
$30,000 grant from the Rhode Island Historical Preservation
and Heritage Commission. A contract with Warren is in the
process of being drawn up.

The mortar used in the stone work is quite interesting. It is very
possible that the limestone needed for the mortar was quarried
right here in Johnston. There actually was a working limestone
quarry in Manton at that time, in addition to the much larger
quarry in Lime Rock in the Town of Lincoln. If you were going
to build stone-enders, you needed a good source of limestone.
Your only choices were limestone quarries or seashells. Using
stone instead of shells was easier, so the quarries were the
better choice.

Bel Peters thanks all who helped clean up JHS property and
spiff up the gardens on April 26.
Our museum and Elijah Angell House continue to be open by
appointment, and we always welcome visits by interested
individuals or groups. Just shoot us an email at
info@johnstonhistorical.org, or leave a message at (401) 2313380 to set one up.
Our museum space is also available (on a limited basis) for
meetings of small groups of adults at a reasonable price. If you
know of a local group or organization that is looking for a
meeting space, and might be interested in using our museum,
please have them contact us.
Grant Activity
We received the grant from Narragansett Bay Commission. It
will be used for the restoration of the Belknap School and for
educational programs for the town’s school children.
Anthony Ricci has secured a grant in the amount of $750 from
his employer, Verizon. The money will go toward a laptop
computer that we can use with our digital projector to give
presentations. Anthony also personally donated $400 to the
society which, along with a matching grant from Verizon, will
help fund the historical booklet we're putting together for
Johnston's 250th anniversary. Thanks Anthony! And thanks
Verizon!

A shot of the Clemence-Irons chimney. Photo by Christopher Martin

An outstanding feature of the house is the medieval-style,
pilastered (decorative work from the roofline up) chimney. The
front door, with its many fancy nails, dates to the restoration
and is of the type that may have been used at the house. Much
of the woodwork is original, including vertical board paneling
and the summer beam with its decorative chamfering and stops.
The windows in the house now are pure speculation because
nothing remained of the original windows when the restoration
was begun. The leaded glass windows are copies that were
produced based on a piece of a window found at the Thomas
Fenner House (another stone-ender from the same period) in
Cranston. The furniture is made from re-cycled wood and is
based on designs of Norman Isham. They bear no real
relationship in design to original period pieces.

Cemeteries
The April 12th town-wide clean-up of historic cemeteries was
cancelled due to inclement weather. The day turned out to be a
beautiful one, but the weather report had said just the opposite.
C'est la vie. Another clean-up date is tentatively scheduled for
November.
But there's no need to wait for an official date if you're inclined
to help maintain our historic cemeteries. In fact, the Cemetery
Committee and volunteers were quite active in May and June.
Members of Johnston Youth Football began the cleanup of
Cemetery #21 on Hartford Avenue the first weekend in May.
Pat Macari, Dan Meunier and Steve Merolla followed up on
their own a week later. The Saturday of Memorial Day
weekend members of the Cemetery Committee and Johnston
Youth Football went to work again, with about a dozen people
showing up. The group made a lot of progress clearing brush
towards the rear of the cemetery and on top of the tomb.

All in all, the Clemence/Irons House is a wonderful example of
an early, vernacular house style with many original features. It
is a real treasure.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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whack grass and undergrowth, and cut and clear brush at least
once a year. Not only will you be helping to make your town
more attractive, you'll also be helping to preserve our heritage.
If you are interested, or know of someone who might be, please
contact the Johnston Historical Society at (401) 231-3380 or
info@johnstonhistorical.org, or Steve Merolla at 401-9443412.
Acquisitions
• Bel Peters donated an iron kitchen piece (for want of a more
accurate term, we'll call it a long-legged trivet) to the
museum. It will go in the house.
• Louis purchased another school desk and chair for our future
classroom museum at Belknap School.
• Anthony Ricci gave us framed copies of 1800s maps of the
town.
• Louis won a menu from the Peter Pan Diner on eBay. The
diner was located on Hartford Avenue, west of Town Hall.
• Dennis Parillo donated a nineteenth century kitchen table that
belonged to the Patton family who lived on Central Avenue.
• A steel engraving of John Waterman, an early Johnston mill
owner was purchased on eBay by Louis.
• Anthony Ricci donated a collection of postcards from a
Johnston family. Many were mailed from a son who was in
the Army during World War II.

Historical Cemetery #21, Hartford Avenue, the final resting place of former
Governor Samuel Ward Kng. Photo by Christopher Martin

On a very warm June morning Pat, Steve, Anthony Ricci, and
Joe Jamroz, along with Bill and Rose Downing, cleaned up
Cemetery #87 off Green Hill Road, near the Landfill. Mrs.
Downing's ancestors, the Knights, are buried here and she and
Bill had previously done a good initial cleaning of the site. This
cemetery was in deplorable shape, with many broken and
displaced stones. The most serious issue here is the fact that
probably half the cemetery was ploughed over some time in the
past; whoever did the deed rooted up a whole row of stones and
threw them up towards the top of the burial ground.
Consequently there is no way of knowing where the actual
burials are located and thus where the stones belong. On a
return visit over a half dozen headstones and footstones were
reset in their bases using a specially formulated mortar mix.
We reconstituted the second row based on two inventories
made before the cemetery was disturbed; however it is unlikely
that the stones are set over the actual burials. This is certainly
an unsatisfactory situation, and rarely occurs, but this was the
best that could be done under the circumstances. At least the
place now looks like a cemetery. All that remains to be done is
to repair a couple of broken stones and to reset them in their
bases.

Our sincere thanks to all who have donated items for our
collections. Keep it coming!
Speakers
The speaker at our April meeting was Christopher Martin,
editor of Quahog.org, and one of our most awesomest members
(he wrote modestly). Christopher gave a presentation on Rhode
Island film and television trivia, highlighting many famous and
obscure productions, since the late 1890s, that have featured
Ocean State locations. He touched also upon some of the
personalities that were nurtured in the bosom of Little Rhody.
Although the questions were incredibly difficult, the audience
was at the top of their game, and they were seldom stumped for
long.

At some point note will be made in the statewide Cemetery
Database that one row of stones is placed in only an
approximate position.
A special thanks to young Tom Hartshorn for the great work he
has been doing maintaining Cemetery #41 on Taylor Road, just
off Plainfield Pike. We need more people like Tom to adopt
and maintain the many cemeteries in Town.
It seems that someone has begun to clean Cemetery #33, which
is located at the big bend off Simmonsville Avenue. This
person's help is certainly appreciated, but it seems that some
fallen stones have been moved from where they fell. This
makes it very difficult to rediscover their original locations. It
is imperative that stones never be moved or reset without the
guidance of the Society.

Kim Calcagno with a Great Horned Owl. Photo by Christopher Martin

It's never too late to adopt one of Johnston's one-hundred or so
historical cemeteries. All you need to do is pick up trash, weed

Kim Calcagno, a refuge manager with the Audubon Society of
Rhode Island, was our speaker at the May meeting and she
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During the course of the tea, we were also treated to the violin
playing of Alysha Phillips, a local student.

brought along two of her friends from the society -- a pair of
live owls! Kim told us tons of interesting facts about the little
Eastern Screech Owl and the Great Horned Owl she brought, as
well as about owls in general. We were fascinated by the owls'
big eyes and their ability to turn their heads 135 degrees in
either direction, and we learned a lot.

Other Past Events
On Memorial Day weekend, at the annual auto show at
Johnston Memorial Park, the historical society set up an
informational booth. We passed out literature and talked to a
number of individuals, making some good contacts in the
process. John Barattini, Joe Jamroz, Steve Merolla, Louis
McGowan, Anthony Ricci, and Rolf Johnson attended.

We shook things up a bit for our June meeting. Instead of
getting together at our museum barn as we usually do, we
conducted an abbreviated meeting in the main room of SmithAppleby House in Smithfield. Afterward we were treated to a
personal tour of the circa 1700 farmhouse by Maggie Botelho
of the Historical Society of Smithfield. The turnout of members
was pretty good (especially considering that the site can be
difficult to find), and everyone seemed to enjoy the tour very
much. A hearty thank you goes out to Maggie for giving
generously of her time, iced tea, and coffee!

On July 20, 2008, we held our annual picnic on the museum
grounds. About thirty members and guests were present. It was
very hot, but we had a good time, talking, eating, and playing
horseshoes at our new horseshoe pit. We also held a nice raffle
of donated items, gathering almost $100 for our treasury.
Also on July 20, we had our second open house of the summer.
Eleven people stopped by to tour the museum and the Elijah
Angell House. They all seemed quite interested in our
museums and in town history.
Upcoming Events
Unless otherwise noted, all events take place at the Johnston
Historical Society Museum Barn, 101 Putnam Pike, Johnston,
and are free and open to the public.
August 17 and September 21, 2008
Open House
2pm-4pm
The public is invited to tour the restored 1824 Elijah Angell
farmhouse. The adjacent Johnston History Museum, housed in
a replica post-and-beam barn, will also be open. Free.

Maggie Botelho (second from right) holds forth on the history of SmithAppleby House. Photo by Christopher Martin

September 24, 2008
General Meeting
7pm
Donna and Jessica Villella will give a talk on their hobby of
collecting U.S. military artifacts.

Historical Society Tea
On Sunday, June 1, 2008, about forty people attended a tea
held at the Graniteville Baptist Church by our historical
society. We had a wonderful time and netted about $870 for
our group. The event was chaired by Bel Peters, who did a
fantastic job as always, but she was greatly helped by her
committee and others, which included: Alyce Lombari, Liz
Burch, Ida Silva, Pauline Ramieri, Kit Rhodes, Louis
McGowan, Dan and Nancy Brown, Joe Jamroz, Dody Falvo,
and Pat Henry. We had a very successful auction of donated
items -- thanks to all who contributed. We also had a raffle,
which attendees always enjoy. The high point of the day was,
as always, the food, and it was good and plentiful. Thanks to all
the wonderful people who cooked, baked, and prepared all of
the delicious items.

October 29, 2008
General Meeting
7pm
Danny Brown will give a slide presentation on Hope Cemetery
in Barre, Vermont, which features many interesting stones
carved by master stone cutters.
December 4, 2008
General Meeting
7pm
Speaker TBA.
Fall -- date to be announced
Johnston Historical Society Tea.

One particularly enjoyable part of the afternoon was the
judging of the table displays. All of the tables used were
decorated by various historical society members, using
traditional tea items and other decorative pieces. The tables all
looked very good, and it was a lot of fun. Three judges picked
their favorites and the guests also picked the one that they
thought was best.
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Johnston's 250th Birthday
The 250th Committee has been hard at work on a book to
commemorate the 250th anniversary of Johnston's founding in
2009. Much of the text has been completed and we've started
choosing historic photographs from our collection to serve as
illustrations.

What the Heck is That?
A different look at some Johnston Landmarks
by Christopher Martin
Following are some close-ups of places or objects located in the Town
of Johnston. Can you identify what or where they are? (Answers will
appear in the next issue).

Members of the committee have also been pounding the
pavement, selling ads that will help finance the book. You can
help by buying an ad. We will have one-line ads, $10 each, or
business card ads, $30 each, which will be suitable for any of
our members who would like to get their name in the book and
also help out the project. You could also use the space to
memorialize a loved one, if you want.
In looking over examples of commemorative books put out by
other Rhode Island towns and historical societies over the
years, we've been struck not only by the rich trove of historical
information and images they contain, but also by the period ads
they include. The ads tell a lot about the kinds of businesses
that existed in each town at a particular period of time, and
which have survived and which have not. They can also give
individual citizens or families a voice across the generations.
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If you would like to purchase an ad, please call (401) 231-3380
and leave a message, or send an email to
Info@JohnstonHistorical.org. Be sure to leave your name, a
phone number or email where you can be reached, and the size
ad you are interested in.
Contribute To Our Newsletter!
We are always looking for articles for our newsletter.
Naturally, we would like pieces that have to do with the town's
history, but if you have an interest that ties in with history
somehow, why not share it with us? Maybe you collect old
snuffboxes or old railroad material. Maybe you have done
some of your family history that others might be interested in.
Maybe you would like to talk about the old days in Johnston.
Wouldn't it be fun to share your knowledge! You do not have
to be a great writer to put together an article. None of us are
great literary figures. If you need help though, one of us would
be glad to assist you.
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We think that it will make for a much better newsletter if others
contribute pieces that they have written. Remember, your
reminiscences about the old days in Johnston will become
valuable pieces of our town's history. But if you do not get
them down on paper, they will be lost forever. We should make
sure that future generations know what went on in times past.
Next newsletter deadline: November 26, 2008.
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Answers to last month's poser:
1) Detail of the sign at Bishop Hill Tavern on Hartford Avenue.
2) A view inside the crypt at Historical Cemetery #21 on Hartford
Avenue.
3) The axe carried by the fireman at the Fallen Firemen Memorial
located at Johnston Fire Station #1 on Atwood Avenue.
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Annual Dues
Our Executive Board
President: Louis McGowan
Vice-President: Dan Brown
Treasurer: Joe Jamroz
Recording Secretary: Evelyn Beaumier
Corresponding Secretary: Christopher Martin
Trustee: John Barratini
Trustee: Virginia Brunelle
Trustee: Rolf Johnson
Trustee: Bel Peters

Have you paid your 2008 dues yet? It is that time
again. Your dues help us to operate. The price of a
single membership is only $15; a family membership
is only $20. Wotta bargain! So once more, please pay
your 2008 dues. Send us a check today!

Our Executive Board meets at 7pm in the Museum
building, 101 Putnam Pike, on the second to the last
Wednesday of each month, September through June
(except December). All are welcome to attend.

Renewal Single ($15) _____
Family ($20) ____

Name: _____________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
___________________________________________

New

General Meetings are held at 7pm the last Wednesday of
each month, September through June (no December
meeting. We hold our Holiday Party that month). The
meetings are held in the Museum Building.

Single ($15) _____
Family ($20) _____

Don't forget -- your donations to the Johnston
Historical Society can be deducted from your taxes.
We are registered with the Federal Government as a
non-profit organization.

Our phone number is: (401) 231-3380
Our website address is: www.JohnstonHistorical.org
Our email address is: Info@JohnstonHistorical.org

JOHNSTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
101 PUTNAM PIKE
JOHNSTON, RHODE ISLAND 02919
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